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  Featured Comics


  
    
      
        

          
            
              
                The Devils #1 

                A true life horror story rooted at the end of World War II. Two Japanese soldiers struggle to make it through a deadly island swamp as the dark sins of their less honorable Japanese soldier comrades come back to extract their bloody revenge. 


              

              
              
                Coming Soon

              

              
                

              

          

          
          
          
              
                The Devils #2

                Two Japanese soldiers looking for redemption enter the swamps of Ramree Island along with the rest of their garrison. There they encounter one of the planet's deadliest predators. Meanwhile, the British allies attempt to maneuver to cut them off before they reach their fellow soldiers. 


              

              
              
                Coming Soon

              

          


          		  
          
              
                The Devils #3 

                Takahiro and Yabu are struggling to make it out of the Ramree swamp alive. A deadly crocodile awaits in front of them; the remaining Japanese troops (led by their blood thirsty commanding officer) are behind them. The ghosts of Nanking have truly come to collect their due. And even if the two friends make it out, what awaits them on the other side?


              

              
              
                Coming Soon

              

          

          
            
                
                  Heroes at Large #1

                  A team of government-sponsored heroes is frozen in the 1940s, only to be thawed out in the present. No super powers, no amazing gadgets, and a complete lack of self-awareness fuel this motley crew of politically incorrect heroes at large!


                

                
                
                  Coming Soon


                


            

            
            
            
                
                  Heroes at Large #2

                  Things aren't really working out when it comes to "team-building exercises" for our newly revived heroes from the '40s. And they aren't doing so hot learning how to cope in this modern, politically correct world, either!


                

                
                
                  Coming Soon

                

            

            
            
            
                
                  Heroes at Large #3

                  Our motley crew of heroes from the 1940s goes on their first field trip to the OUTSIDE world. So of course, they head to the great American institution called "the Mall".  Unfortunately, they run right into a crime being committed.  Can they pull it together in order to thwart the baddies?  Probably not.  

                


                
                  Coming Soon

                


              

            


  
            


            
                
                  Team M.O.B.I.L.E. #1

                  A sinister organization is sending its bio-robots, or cyboks, to wreak havoc worldwide.  All that stands in their way is M.O.B.I.L.E., a global security organization whose agents can call upon the skills of experts in any field they need, thanks to the miracle of the Mindmerge. But the tech's limitations make it dangerously incompatible for anyone too far past adolescence, so the fate of the world rests in the hands of willing but inexperienced teens! 


                

                
                
                  Coming Soon

                

            

            

            
                
                  Team M.O.B.I.L.E. #2

                  Team M.O.B.I.L.E.’s newest recruits, Maisy and Sam, discover that for all the abilities Mindmerge gives them, it doesn't make everything easy.  Still, they have to be tested in the field sometime, so they and their team are given their first mission: Rescue a kidnapped MOBILE professor and his wife from modern pirates! 

                


                
                  Coming Soon

                


              

            
                  
            
                
                  Team M.O.B.I.L.E. #3 

                  The Team M.O.B.I.L.E. crew faces off against a deadly group of Cyboks in an amusement park while M.O.B.I.L.E. member Lauren faces the difficult decision of leaving the front lines. 

                
	

                
                  Coming Soon

                


            

            

            
                
                  HOUDINI: Master Detective #1

                  A mystery criminal is committing a rash of diabolical crimes plaguing the city, so Scotland Yard reaches out to Harry Houdini and his wife, Bess Houdini, are called upon by Scotland Yard to help figure out who the evil perpetrator is. But no sooner are they on the case then the villain kidnaps Bess! 

                

                

                  Coming Soon

                

            

            

          


        


      

    
  

  
    
      

        
          Check out our Apps 
            
These Apps require the printed comic to use
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  Always Be Updated


  
    
    
      
        
        
          
        

        
          ROKiT COMICS is planning to engage with more comic fans at more comic conventions this year and other pop-culture related events. We're fans ourselves of many artists and writers and we get excited discussing films, comics and video games with people from all different walks of life.

          Please  visit us at our booth or table and let's get to the real talk!
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  Be Social!!
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          Aim and Frame Technology!

          Printed comics that engage readers on an exciting new level of video interactivity with the ROKiT Vision App. 
            Download the comic application onto your iPhone or Android device from either the Google Play store or Apple App store. 
            Once the application is completed onto your phone, LAUNCH the application. Enjoy the animated action, or video, as it leaps off the printed page!
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        About Us

        ROKiT Comics never forgets the story and the characters. They are the true stars of the comic industry! 

      

    

  
      
        Retailers! We do small print runs, so if you are having trouble getting refill orders on any ROKiT COMICS titles, (These are strange days we are living in!), please feel free to reach out and we will do our best to send you any extra issues!  We are here to help!

        contact@rokitcomics.com

      

    

  Partners

  
  
    
      
        
        


		  	
          Antarctic Press: With over 35 years in the comic book publishing business, our imprint publisher, Antarctic Press, has produced over 1500 titles with a total circulation of over 5 million!

          Diamond Comic Distributors: Founded in 1982, Diamond Comic Distributors serves all comic retailers in North America and worldwide.


          Wizard World  Comic Conventions: Founded in 1982, Wizard World Comic Conventions is a producer of large multi-genre fan conventions across North America, drawing hundreds of thousands of fans to each event. They currently produce between thirteen to fifteen annual conventions around the U.S.
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